SyntBots™ Helps Leading Financial Regulator with Successful Digital
Transformation
BUSINESS GOALS
•

•

Migration and validation of web
pages containing highly sensitive
information
Elimination of manual scripting
processes and manual efforts

A leading European regulator of retail and wholesale financial services was modernizing its
web portal, which details financial conduct guidelines. Syntel leveraged SyntBots for DevOps
— Syntel’s next-generation automation platform – to support the migration and validation of
more than 20,000 web pages with 100% accuracy.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
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MANUAL INTERVENTION

FASTER TIME TO MARKET

100%

COVERAGE AND
ACCURACY ACHIEVED

W3C-COMPLIANT

CHALLENGES

SYNTEL’S SOLUTION

•

Difficulty maintaining a large volume of pages on the web
portal

Syntel implemented an automation solution driven by its SyntBots

•

Highly sensitive information

solution were as follows:

•

Tight timelines with a short window for modernization

•

No manual test cases required

•

Critical financial consequences due to incorrect content or
accessibility issues

•

SyntBots based record and play for automation

•

Zero downtime during the process

•

Automated validation and issue reporting

•

Unified solution across data, usability, and user experience

•

Seamless across all devices and platforms

•

Infinite scale parallel execution

•

Reduced cycle time

platform, which was completed in five weeks. Key features of the

Streamline Process Automation and Enhance IT Performance with SyntBots
Syntel’s integrated automation platform — SyntBots — was developed on open source architecture, leveraging next-generation robotic
automation and autonomic computing technologies to transform IT and process operations across the enterprise technology stack.
The zero-risk deployment model can be used across any kind of infrastructure, irrespective of an organization’s IT maturity, governance practices,
and technology challenges. It integrates with a multitude of third-party software products, making it easy to use and transformational in nature.

For more information, visit Syntel online at www.syntelinc.com or call us at US/+1 (248) 619-3503, UK/ +44 (0) 207-636-3587
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